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ABOUT ME
Jodi-Ann Burey (she/her) has a mission
is to disrupt “business as usual” to
achieve social change. Her work is
grounded in behavior change
frameworks and the systemic
intersectional approaches needed to
address inequities. Jodi-Ann is a
TEDxSeattle 2020 speaker.
Jodi-Ann is also the
creator and host of
Black Cancer, a
podcast that
explores the cancer
journeys of everyday
people of color.

RECENT PUBLIC WORK
Transforming Silence to Action:
An Anti-Racist Learning Series|
LinkedIn Live Interview
Good Morning Washington Live
Interview on Workplace
Microaggressions | Interview
Navigating Structural Racism in
the Workplace | Article
The Future of Work + Showing Up
Authentically | The University of
Washington - Video
Are We Going to Be Okay?
COVID-19 + Travel | NPR - Video
Opening remarks + interview with
Stacey Abrams - Video (31:30)
Ongoing event schedule here
2019 speaker profile here

CAPABILITIES

Keynote address
Panel moderation
DEI organizational strategy
Workshops + facilitation
Live interviews + conversations
Short- and long-form writing
Curriculum development
Small- and large-group discussions

MY APPROACH
My presentation style integrates personal anectdotes, data,
intersectionality principles, health impacts and behavior change
frameworks to challenge audiences to harness their own agency
to drive change within and beyond their spheres of influence.

COLLABORATORS
MICROSOFT | HIGHSPOT | ZYMEWORKS | WOMEN WERK | UPSIDE | AMAZON
MERCY CORPS | UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND | THE MUSE | LEAN IN SEATTLE
CULTURATI | AMA PUGET SOUND | MOXI WORKS | NYC BAR | | KUOW NPR
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON | THE RIVETER | DELOITTE DIGITAL | VMWARE
SIMPLICITY | PUBLIC MEDIA WOMEN IN LEADERSHIP | LINGO LIVE

TESTIMONIALS
JEANNIE YANDEL - SPECIAL PROJECTS EDITOR, KUOW, NPR
“Jodi-Ann is a rare, magical kind of public speaker who does two things at the
same time: she introduces concepts, ideas, and frameworks in an engaging,
relatable, and often hilarious way, while at the same time making her audience
feel smart, special and included while they’re learning new things. She has a
warm generous presence as a speaker, and she’s eminently trustworthy. She
doesn’t sugarcoat things and she grounds her conculsions in lived experience and
hard data.”
LISA ANDERSON - HEAD OF PEOPLE, HIGHSPOT
"Jodi-Ann is a master storyteller. Even though we were all on Zoom, she fully
engaged the audience from her very first word, right until her last. Her talk was a
month ago and in addition to the substantial initial buzz it created, it kicked off
grassroots initiatives for learning and action that continue to have a lot of energy
behind them. Quite simply, Jodi-Ann surpassed anything we could have hoped for,
in helping us shape our path and commitment to making our company an
inclusive and diverse place for people to do great work."
JENNY W. - WEBINAR ATTENDEE

Jodi-Ann Burey's webinar on Navigating Workplace Microaggressions for Women
of Colour was informative, engaging and useful. The sense of community in the
webinar is great as people can safely share their stories in a supportive
environment.It makes me feel like I'm not as alone because the other people on
the webinar can relate and empathise.

